
Pure Marine Fuels™

Lower costs, reduce risks and
         simplify bunker procurement
                 for your business

Securing the right bunker fuel in the right ports might make all the difference for operating your 
business seamlessly and protecting your margins. However, energy procurement is increasingly 
complex, uncertain and volatile across the maritime supply chain due to regulatory changes and  
decarbonization requirements.

Today, we can help you with a solution to bunker fuel procurement that gives you enhanced 
access to competitive pricing, optimized bunker logistics and improved claims support. We can 
navigate the energy transition together, providing you with our expertise in renewable biofuels, 
shipping ecosystems and the future of maritime fuels.

What is Pure Marine Fuels™? 
We are a strategic partnership between Cargill and Maersk Tankers, offering marine fuel 
procurement as a service to tramp shipping companies and trading houses. With Pure Marine 

Fuels™, operational excellence meets deep trading and risk management expertise. 

We use our scale and market presence to help you with immediate concerns like logistics, 
optimizing margins and claims management. We also help you keep an eye on long-term 
considerations like regulatory changes, vessel efficiency and the global energy transition.  
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Scan the QR code to visit our website and 
find out how you can benefit from our
scale and strength.     

Pure Marine Fuels™ 

Our partnership combines two maritime industry leaders to make bunker procurement easier
for you. 

Global tankers expertise

Strong pool management/track record

Owner mindset, partner focus

Strong technical expertise 

Proven technical & digital innovation

Entrepreneurial

Ability to scale

Every year, 
Cargill and 
Maersk 
Tankers:

Purchase 

4.1 million
bunkers 

Handle

9,500 
stem liftings

Transport

300 million 
metric tons of cargo 

Global commodity expertise

Deep energy knowledge

New zero carbon fuel strategy 

New carbon strategy 

Global freight footprint

Trading & risk management excellence

Strong customer focus DNA

https://www.cargill.com/transportation/pure-marine-fuels



